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Additional liability for tort is also called the compensation of the tort liabilities. 
Due to the laws concerned about it in China before not making clear a regulation, the 
conceptional meaning of the compensation in theory is not in uniform. Previously the 
additional liability tort appeared only in judicial interpretations of the supreme 
people's court, but now <tort liability law> includes the compensation of tort 
liabilities ,which officially solve the problem ,which used in the condition that the 
infringement from the third party but the compensation from the third party in 
difficulty, the owner of infringement, manager or organizers should bear the 
corresponding supplementary responsibility to promptly remedy the victim's damage. 
The establishment of the additional liability is important for the construction of 
harmonious and stable social. Due to the compensation of the tort liabilities in theory 
having some controversy, the application of the tort liability in practice has the certain 
difficulty. From the legal nature of the compensation of the tort liabilities, this article 
focuses on the application of the laws of the compensation of the tort liabilities, then 
advice some suggestions for judicial practice. 
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